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Certain versions of Parse-server from Parseplatform contain the
following vulnerability:

Parse Server is an open source backend that can be deployed to any
infrastructure that can run Node.js. In versions prior to 4.10.15, or 5.0.0
and above prior to 5.2.6, a user can write to the session object of
another user if the session object ID is known. For example, an
attacker can assign the session object to their own user by writing to

the `user` field and then read any custom fields of that session object. Note that assigning a
session to another user does not usually change the privileges of either of the two users, and
a user cannot assign their own session to another user. This issue is patched in version
4.10.15 and above, and 5.2.6 and above. To mitigate this issue in unpatched versions add a
`beforeSave` trigger to the `_Session` class and prevent writing if the requesting user is
different from the user in the session object.

CVSS3 Score: 3.1 - LOW

Attack
Vector 

Attack
Complexity

Privileges
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Interaction

NETWORK HIGH LOW NONE

Scope Confidentiality
Impact

Integrity
Impact

Availability
Impact

UNCHANGED NONE LOW NONE

CVE References

Description Tags Link

Session object properties can be updated by foreign user if object ID is github.com  CONFIRM github.com/parse-

CVE-2022-39225 has been assigned by  security-advisories@github.com to track the vulnerability - currently rated as LOW  severity.

Affected Vendor/Software:  parse-community - parse-server version < 4.10.15

Affected Vendor/Software:  parse-community - parse-server version >= 5.0.0, < 5.2.6
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https://cve.report/CVE-2022-39225/mitre
https://cve.report/CVE-2022-39225/nist
https://cve.report/CVE-2022-39225/cve_org
https://cve.report/CVE-2022-39225.pdf
http://cve.report/software/parseplatform/parse-server
http://cve.report/vendor/parseplatform
http://cve.report/cvsscalc.php
http://cve.report/glossary/common-cve-tag-descriptions/


← Previous ID Next ID→

known · Advisory · parse-community/parse-server · GitHub text/html community/parse-
server/security/advisories/GHSA-6w4q-23cf-j9jp

By selecting these links, you may be leaving CVEreport webspace. We have provided these links to other websites because they may have information that
would be of interest to you. No inferences should be drawn on account of other sites being referenced, or not, from this page. There may be other websites that
are more appropriate for your purpose. CVEreport does not necessarily endorse the views expressed, or concur with the facts presented on these sites. Further,
CVEreport does not endorse any commercial products that may be mentioned on these sites. Please address comments about any linked pages to
comment@cve.report.

There are currently no QIDs associated with this CVE

Known Affected Configurations (CPE V2.3)

Type Vendor Product Version Update Edition Language

Application Parseplatform Parse-server All All All All

No vendor comments have been submitted for this CVE
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